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Objective
• Social media channels are increasingly influencing research 

visibility and engagement with results.1 
• For pharmaceutical companies, however, the benefits of 

social media activity must be weighed against potential risks. 
• We sought to obtain quantitative and qualitative insights into 

social media activity from pharmaceutical companies around 
their supported publications.

Research design and methods
• Twitter was searched for references to publications involving 

authors from one of 27 pharmaceutical companies (methods 
are shown in Panel 1). 

• Tweets from Twitter accounts linked to these companies were 
identified and analyzed. 

Results
• In total, 170,459 tweets referencing 29,526 publications 

were identified.
• Of these, only 176 came from company accounts (Figure 1).
• Tweets relating to publications were a very small part of the 

output of general company accounts, but two accounts were 
dedicated to tweeting about publications. 

• Engagement was low (mean retweets: 1.4; mean favorites: 4.1).
• Most tweets consisted purely of text or included only simple 

photographs (generally stock photographs or photographs of 
the researchers) (Figure 2).

• Most tweets focused on original research publications 
(including clinical, preclinical, and health economic and 
outcomes research) rather than review articles, but very few 
of these related to interventional research. 

Conclusions
• Use of Twitter by pharmaceutical companies to publicize 

publications was generally low. 
• Aside from the two Twitter accounts dedicated to publications, 

tweets were ad hoc or possibly experimental in nature.
• When used, tweets typically provided no commentary 

or insights (probably owing to regulatory concerns), and 
engagement was poor. 

Abbreviations API: application programming interface; DOI: digital object identifier.
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Figure 1. Fourteen company-specific Twitter channels from 10 companies tweeted 176 tweets relating to company publications

aAverage shown for those companies tweeting from more than one account.

TAKE-HOME
MESSAGE

Pharmaceutical and biotech companies rarely tweet about their own publications, and such tweets attract 
limited engagement
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• Company-publication  
 tweets screened   
 manually (maximum  
 of 50 tweets per   
 company)
• Tweets tagged by:
 –  Study data type
 –  Publication type
 –  Inclusion of
   commentary/
   opinion
 – Inclusion of   
   multimedia content

Analyze company 
tweets

• Twitter handles and  
 biographies searched  
 for stems of    
 corporate names   
 and synonyms to   
 identify handles   
 related to companies  
 of interest
• Publication-related  
 tweets by company  
 Twitter accounts   
 extracted for further  
 analysis
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Analyze company 
tweets

• Microsoft Academic  
 Knowledge queried  
 via API on
 19 February    
 2021 to identify   
 publications
• Publications with   
 authors affiliated to  
 target companies   
 published between
 1 January 2019
 and 31 December   
 2020   
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Identify company-
related publications

• Tweets linking to   
 DOIs identified using  
 the Crossref API
 –  Note that the   
   Crossref API   
   identifies fewer 
   tweets than other 
   altmetric providers2

• Information on each  
 tweet extracted using  
 the Twitter API

 

3 Collect all tweets 
mentioning the 
publications

• Twenty-seven 
 pharmaceutical   
 industry  companies  
 included
 –  Large     
   pharmaceutical
   companies (n = 12)
 –  Small/medium
   companies (n = 8)
 –  Biotech companies
   (n = 7)
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Company
(Type) 

No. of Twitter 
followersa

a. (Small/medium) 
b. (Biotech) 11k 

99k 

c. (Large) 231k 
d. (Large) 21k 
e. (Large) 1k 
f. (Small/medium) 66k 

139k g. (Large) 
h. (Small/medium) 60k 
i. (Large) 34k 
j. (Small/medium) 1k 

Established, dedicated
Twitter account  

New, dedicated account
(established September 2020)  

Figure 2. The majority of tweets were text only or contained simple pictures

a50 tweets were sampled and analyzed (out of 135 tweets in total).
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Panel 1. Methods of data analysis
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